Where to backpack within South East Asia
Vietnam
Vietnam was scorched by quarrel but is right divided a good place to visit. Foreign
tourists can apply visa for Vietnam online. I indicate starting your outing off in Hanoi
and operative your approach down the country.
Hanoi
Hanoi is the capitol of Vietnam and is a good key in to the Vietnamese approach of
life. The city is regularly bustling and carful when channel those roads as those
motorbikes don’t stop. The city centre is located around Hoan Kiem lake, usually of
the lake is the old entertain that is the main area for bill hostels and hotels in Hanoi.
The city is a good place to usually go out and wander. Each transport has the own
traffic and each emporium will usually sell products to do with that traffic so you finish
up carrying streets usually offered boots or kitchenware. It’s uncanny to see but
that’s the approach they do it.
If you get sleepy and prohibited while on foot around you can regularly stop off for a
small Bia Hoi. You will see all around the city lots of people sitting on small cosmetic
chairs on the street, this is where they sell the Bia Hoi. This is strictly the cheapest
breeze splash in the world. A potion should set you behind about 10p/20 Cents.
Ha Long bay
This is north of Hanoi and is accessible from all transport agencies in the city as
possibly overnight trip. This is a contingency for any one in the area as it is UNESCO
birthright site and is for a good reason. The brook has close to 2000 limestone
islands with of caves to try and a integrate of lagoons to go kayaking in. When you
go out to the brook you go out on a normal junk vessel where you will get your own
room and cooking and breakfast served.
Hoi An
Hoi An is located on the seashore and essentially has a flattering decent beach. It is
the additionally the place to come for tailor-made clothes. There have been as well
many tailors to discuss here with the main highway flattering many consisting of
them. You can get literally anything done here all you need to do is take a print of the
object you wish and they will have it for you. A good peculiarity fit will price around
$50-$100.
Nha Trang
Is a beach review usually over median down the country. This city is really grown
with a good prolonged beach stretching the complete length of it. There is not many
to do culturally here but it’s a good place to tell after some-more than a integrate of
really prolonged train journeys to get this far. If you select to usually relax on the
beach all day the usually time you need to move from it is to go to the toilet as there
have been so many hawkers offered you flattering many anything you need from
books, drinks to a BBQ of uninformed fish. There is a big nightlife here with a
integrate of main place to go to. These have been the Why Not Bar and the Sailing
Club that is right on the beach but some-more costly for it.

Ho Chi Min City (Saigon)
This is the Vietnam you see in the films. Streets packaged out with so many bikes,
smoke that have it tough to inhale and usually ubiquitous chaos. There a utterly a
integrate of museums here to revisit that have been especially to do with the quarrel
but have been all value a revisit and even the strongest male will reason behind
tears at the photos of the pang they endured.
From here you do a day outing to the Cu Chi tunnels where the North had a form of
small tunnels that they used to quarrel the south. You can go down a small of these
tunnels but be warned that they have been really small and it’s many appropriate not
to do it on a hangover similar to I did. Also here you can glow an form of involuntary
weapons and rifles that is not that bad as you compensate per bullet.
Thailand
Thailand is customarily the many appropriate place to begin for the initial time
eccentric traveler. It’s really easy to get around and there have been regularly lots of
alternative backpackers about to discuss and cling to out with. Thailand is a
reduction of forests to the North for Trekking and a small of the many appropriate
beaches in the universe in the south.
Bangkok is a buzzing city criss crossed with canals & rivers. The sky line is one of
high rises, offered malls & international highway house bondage but at the waterway
banks and side streets of the city the normal side of Thai reason up is obviously
visible. The business hub of the city is easily navigated regulating the skyrail &
subterraneous but the more touristy areas around the Koh San road are reduction
well supplied & Tuk Tuks have been the main mode of transport. Negotiate hard with
your tuk tuk motorist – a cab will regularly be cheaper & has the value of air
conditioning however be certain to determine that you’re charged according to the
metre as against to similar a bound price. Taxis will usually take you at an
concluded price after 3pm as from this point on your in to rush hour and they have
been rarely expected to outlay hours with you stranded in traffic!
Your main point of call will be the Koh San highway as this is where all the hostels
and guesthouses have been located. This is one prolonged transport where there is
a marketplace each night and lots of bars and restaurants to select from even a
McDonalds and Burger King for those who have been wish something some-more to
home. For the many appropriate food yet go to the transport hawkers. You will get a
small of the many appropriate Pad Thai you will have ever eaten for around twenty
Baht.
South Islands
Most people come to Thailand for the beaches and Diving. The main Islands in the
south are:
Koh Tao
A backpacker Island where everybody comes to dive and especially to sense how to
dive. There have been a small good beaches here and additionally a good nightlife.
Koh Pan gan
This is the celebration island of Thailand and where the important Full Moon
celebration is reason each month. This if you have not listened is one big funny

celebration on a beach that attracts at slightest 10,000 people each month to get as
fucked up as possible. Get here a integrate of days early during the rise months if
you wish to get place to live though.
Koh Samui & Phuket
These islands have been congested full of package legal legal holiday tourists on
their each year legal legal holiday for 2 weeks in the sun. I would strongly indicate
avoiding these dual islands.
Koh Phi Phi
This island did get exceedingly shop-worn by the Tsunami and carrying seen the
prior to and after myself it indeed is conspicuous how fast is has got behind onto the
feet. There is one main area/town where everybody stays but it’s still big sufficient
not for everybody to be on tip of each other. The Beach is similar to a postcard or
you can get a vessel to the firth where the Leo Dicapro movie ‘The Beach’ was
filmed and chill there for the day.
Cambodia
Cambodia has had utterly a nasty past with the tyrant Pol Pot but is recuperating
might be not as fast as the neighbors’ but it is removing there. Cambodia is
surrounded by Vietnam, Thailand and Laos and has the Mekong go by the nation in
to Laos.
Phnom Penh
Is a standard Asian Capitol city, will not loads to do but removing there is a good
knowledge if you come from Vietnam. From Saigon you can get a vessel that will
take you 2 days to get here but you do see a small genuine Vietnam and Cambodia
on the way. The dual main places to see in and around Phnom Penh have been the
Killing Fields where around 200,000 people were executed during 1975-1979 when
the Khmer Rouge reigned. You can see millions of skeleton and thousands of skulls
that have been recovered from the pits.
Also go to S-21 that used to be a high propagandize that was converted to a jail
additionally during the Khmer Rouge where they detained up to 20,000 people and
regularly tortured and killed from this. Two to 3 times a day they show a movie that
goes in to item of what went on in the jail with interviews from survivors and jail
guards.
Sihanoukville
Is a beach review about 3 to 4 hours train boyant divided from Phnom Penh and has
a decent sufficient beach that all prolonged has hostels/guesthouses, restaurants
and bars where you can discuss with brand brand new found friends and suffer a
good cold beer. You can dive here but I would not rubbish your income as the
prominence is really bad and the reefs not carrying many sea life.
Siem Reap/Angkor Wat
Siem Reap is the city closest to the temples of Angkor Wat. The locale itself does not
have many to suggest detached from a marketplace in the centre of locale where
you can get a small brand brand new garments and souvenirs. Every night many
people head down to the aptly declared Bar Street to encounter and cling to out with
friends.

The temples of Angkor have been utterly fantastic and have been really value the
visit. You get the preference of possibly a 1 day or 3 day pass. It is endorsed to go
for morning over Angkor Wat as this is utterly extraordinary but can get really busy.
There is so many temples to see here many still in good condition. Although my the
one preferred is the one that has been taken over by the jungle and many of it have
been ruins. You can possibly sinecure a tuk tuk motorist to take you around that is
suggested if you do the one day outing or usually sinecure a bike and go around at
you own pace.
Laos
Laos is landlocked and borders Burma, China, Vietnam, Thailand and Vietnam. Laos
was concerned in the Vietnam War especially due to the vicinity to the nation and is
one of the many underneath grown nation in the region.
Vang Vieng
The locale where you leave remembering nothing. This place is usually one big
inebriated haze. You get a tractor middle blood vessel and boyant down a stream
and stop off at bars on track and get free shots of lao lao whiskey and afterwards
splash buckets of some-more lao lao whiskey and coke until 6pm afterwards when
you think you have sufficient you go over to an island that is usually bars (smile is
the best) until middnight when the curfew kicks in. Try the wire swings at each of the
bars. The initial club has the greatest whatever alternative bars might claim.
Luang Prabang
Very pleasing locale and is really still compared with Vang Vieng. The night
marketplace seems to run on perpetually with lots of goodies. Also if you go here you
have to go bowling one dusk after 11pm - you will see what I mean.
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